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A MAGAZINE – 
 
A game of Chutes and Ladders – a network of pools connected by streams, rivulets, creeks and 
rivers. Concerns: aluminum, sculpture, film, an endless image or an image-object, cork, shoulders 
as the center of movement, archery, wicker, nystagmus, darkness or the penumbral near-darkness, 
constant movement, beer, tone, musical forms, bells, gongs, The Titanic, purple, black and white, 
indeterminacy, Ghostface, yodeling, John Smith, John Adams, David Hammons, Beyoncé, Honda 
CR-V’s, Har-khebi, Ahnighito, Hermann Doomer, Prince, Yvonne Rainer, perception, double 
rainbows, composers from Transylvania, Los Angeles, and chandeliers. 
“Everything is everything.” and “A woman is the first teacher.” 
 
 
I used Microsoft Word 2008 and Adobe Photoshop CS3 and lots of paper and tape to prepare this 
document. 
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TONE, WICKER, AND CONSTANT MOVEMENT   
 





































































































the  shifty mechanism  out  the window  while  I  drove  through  a  tunnel.  I  controlled  the 
sound  with  the  speed  of  the  car,  modulating  the  triple  resonators  of  the  bottles,  the 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7 Aleupe! ‐ as I first thought it was spelled ‐ seemed a little too French at first, but then apparently the word ‘alley‐oop’ 
comes from the French “allez‐hop” – a cry of an acrobat about to leap.* So from here on I’m going with the acrobats. 


































                                                
8 Ludwig Wittgenstein, “Philosophical Investigations”, statement #83, 1953. 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17 Fragment taken from the translation on the didactic sheet at the Metropolitan Museum next to the sarcophagus. 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